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Deterministic Linear Time Constrained
Triangulation using Simplified Earcut
Marco Livesu, Gianmarco Cherchi, Riccardo Scateni, Marco Attene
Abstract—Triangulation algorithms that conform to a set of non-intersecting input segments typically proceed in an incremental fashion,
by inserting points first, and then segments. Inserting a segment amounts to delete all the triangles it intersects, define two polygons that
fill the so generated hole and have the segment as shared basis, and then re-triangulate each polygon separately. In this paper we prove
that the polygons generated evacuating the triangles that intersect a constrained segment are such that all their convex vertices but two
can be used to form triangles in an earcut fashion, without the need to check whether other polygon points are located within each ear.
The fact that any simple polygon contains at least three convex vertices guarantees the existence of a valid ear to cut, ensuring
convergence. Not only this translates to an optimal deterministic linear time triangulation algorithm, but such algorithm is also trivial to
implement. In this paper we formally prove the correctness of our approach, also validating it in practical applications and comparing it
with prior art.
Index Terms—constrained triangulation, tessellation, segment insertion, earcut, CDT
F
1 INTRODUCTION
The generation of triangulations that conform to a given
set of line segments is at the basis of many tools in scientific
computing [1], [2]. A typical approach to the construction of
a constrained triangulation consists in computing a generic
triangulation of all the segment endpoints, and then incorpo-
rate the segments. Adding a segment connecting two vertices
of a previously existing triangulation requires to perform two
operations: (i) detect and remove all the triangles that are
intersected by the segment; (ii) fill the so generated poygonal
pocket, triangulating two sub-polygons that have the wanted
segment as shared basis (Figure 1). In this short paper we
focus our attention on this latter operation, sheding some
new light on this classical computational geometry problem,
and ultimately proposing a simple yet computationally
optimal solution that has been surprisingly overlooked until
now.
Our main intuition is that all the polygons that arise
in the context of segment insertion belong to a restricted
class of simple polygons which cannot contain severe
(curl-like) concavities. We exploit this property to devise
a straightforward triangulation algorithm that proceeds in
an earcut fashion [3], forming triangles by cutting one ear
at a time. We were able to prove that for any polygon in
our class of interest all the convex vertices but two form
valid ears which do not contain any other vertex inside,
hence can be used to form triangles right away. We also
prove that any such polygon contains at least three convex
vertices, thus guaranteeing convergence. Putting all these
ingredients together yields a triangulation algorithm which
is a simplified version of the classical earcut, from which
we omitted any point-in-triangle test. This simplification not
only makes the algorithm even simpler to implement, but it
also makes it run in deterministic linear time, on par with the
best known triangulation algorithm [4] which, conversely, is
extremely difficult to implement.
Our linearized earcut method advances the state of the
art in the field, which comprised either optimal algorithms
that were complex to implement, or algorithms that were
easier to implement (though still less easy than earcut) but
had sub optimal asymptotic complexity (Section 2).
In Section 3 we describe the basis of the classical earcut
algorithm, which has O(n2) complexity. In Section 4 we
introduce our simplified version, demonstrating that it runs
in deterministic linear time and also proving its correctness
in Section 5. In Section 6 we report on numerical tests
we performed on our method, also comparing with the
most recently published method in the field, proposed by
Shewchuk and Brown in [5].
2 PRIOR WORKS
Finding efficient methods to triangulate a polygon has been a
foremost problem in computational geometry and computer
graphics since decades. Before 1978 no efficient methods
were known, and the only approach to triangulation was
brute force. Brute force methods – of which earcut [3] is
a popular representative – are very easy to implement,
but at the same time they are inefficient, and can only
achieve O(n2) complexity. The first attempt to efficiently
triangulate a polygon occurred in 1978 [6], and the proposed
algorithm had O(n log n) time complexity. For a certain
period it was thought that triangulation was a problem as
hard as sorting, and no better algorithms could be devised.
Asano et al. [7] showed that this bound is optimal for
polygons with holes, but does not apply to simple polygons.
Fournier and Montuno showed that the decomposition of a
simple polygon into trapezoidal elements (trapezoidation) is
equivalent to triangulation, and that each trapezoid could be
triangulated in O(n) [8]. At that time the best trapezoidation
algorithm had O(n log n) complexity, which was therefore
also a bound for triangulation. In the subsequent years
various researchers focused their attention to trapezoidation
as a mean to improve tiangulation, until in 1988 Tarjan
and Van Wyk [9] showed that a trapezoidation (hence a
triangulation) could be obtained in O(n log log n). In their
paper, Tarjan and Van Wyk open about the possibility to
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Fig. 1. Inserting a constrained segment s in a previously existing triangulation requires removing all the triangles intersected by it (in yellow), revealing
two polygonal pockets having s as base. These pockets may be non convex, but endow an important property: a portion of s can be seen from any of
their interior points. This can be proved by observing that these polygons are fully formed by portions of triangles that are cut by s, therefore the
convexity of each sub-polygon guarantees visibility. In practice, this avoids the generation of curl-like concavities, a property that we exploit to speed
up their re-triangulation.
achieve linear complexity in the near future, and in 1991
Chazelle proposed a deterministic linear time algorithm [4]
based on a very sophisticated trapezoidation technique. The
cost these algorithms pay for their extreme efficiency is
algorithmic complexity. Quoting [5], Chazelle’s work ”is
celebrated as a theoretical breakthrough, but is considered too
complicated for practical use”. Chazelle himself closed his
famous article raising the question of whether there exist
simpler algorithms that would allow to triangulate a polygon
in optimal time. This question was partly answered in [10],
[11]. However, these methods obtained only expected linear
time complexity using randomized approaches, but are still
non optimal in the worst case.
General purpose algorithms have a very rich literature,
and no major improvements have been registered in recent
years. Our work does not aim to provide a contribution
in this regard, but is rather linked to a parallel line of
works, which focus on a specific application (constrained
triangulation in our case). Restricting their applicability to a
narrower class of inputs, these methods obtain efficiency with
simpler algorithms that are easier to implement. Constrained
triangulations are widely used in scientific computing, and
a variety of methods tailored for them have been proposed
over the years. Anglada [12] extended the work of De Floriani
and Puppo [13], proposing a simple O(n log n) algorithm
for on-line segment insertion. According to [5] this is the
easiest method to implement for this class of problems, but it
has O(n2) complexity in the worst case. Methods that run in
deterministic O(n log n) time are also available [14], [15]. The
state of the art in the field is [5], which combines simplicity
and efficiency, obtaining expected linear time complexity. A
method that runs in deterministic linear time also exists [16],
but it is based on trapezoidation and is complicated to
implement. We show that a trivial modification of a brute
force method like earcut leads to optimal deterministic linear
time complexity, and that our proposed modification even
simplifies the original algorithm in terms of coding effort.
To this end, not only our method has optimal complexity,
but it is also easier to implement than any known technique,
including brute force algorithms.
3 BACKGROUND: CLASSICAL EARCUT
In this section we introduce the basics of the earcut algorithm,
also fixing the notation. Given a simple polygon P defined by
Fig. 2. Any convex vertex v along the chain that indirectly connects the
endpoints of the constrained segment s is guaranteed not to contain any
other polygon vertex inside its ear. This can be proved by observing that v
is also a vertex of a convex sub-polygon (green shaded area). Convexity
guarantees that all non subsequent vertices of the green polygon form
valid ears. therefore, v is also a valid ear for the original polygon.
the cyclic list of its vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, a vertex v ∈ P
is convex if its internal angle is lower than pi, and is concave
otherwise. For two non consecutive points vi, vj ∈ P , the
segment vivj is a diagonal of P if it is completely contained
in the polygon. Given a convex vertex, if its two adjacent
vertices form a diagonal, then this detaches a triangle – or ear
– from P . It is known that any simple polygon contains at
least two ears [17]; the algorithm that progressively detaches
all of them to construct a triangulation is called earcut, and
is arguably the simplest triangulation algorithm known [3].
Despite its simplicity, earcut is fairly inefficient. A naive
implementation has complexity O(n3), with n being the
number of polygon vertices. Precomputing separate lists for
convex and concave vertices reduces complexity to O(n2) [3],
still far from the best known triangulation algorithm for
simple polygons, which promise linear time complexity
(Section 2). Nevertheless, when it comes to actual coding,
earcut is always a tempting solution due to its ease of
implementation.
What makes earcut inefficient is the diagonal test. For
any candidate ear centered at a convex vertex the algorithm
must verify if its left and right neighbors form a diagonal.
This amounts to ensure that the triangle described by these
three vertices does not contain any other polygon vertex,
which can be done in linear time by testing them all. Since
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Fig. 3. All internal convex vertices of the two polygons based upon the constrained segment (dashed line) define a convex sub-polygon (in green) that
guarantees they are valid ears. Bottom right: the extrema of the constrained segment s are always convex, but they may define invalid ears that
cannot be used for triangulation.
the triangulation of a polygon with n vertices contains n− 2
triangles, and testing an ear is linear, the overall cost is
quadratic at best.
ALGORITHM 1: Linear Earcut
input : a simple polygon P = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, with
vertices sorted so that (v1, vn) are the endpoints of
the constrained segment
output : a triangulation of P
1 // use a doubly linked list for P . Cost of update is O(1)
2 P = {n, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1} // prev
3 N = {2, 3, . . . , n, 1} // next
4 // pre-compute internal ears. Cost is O(n)
5 E = ∅
6 for i = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1 do
7 if vi is a convex vertex then
8 append vi into E
9 end
10 end
11 // process internal ears. Cost is O(n)
12 while |E| > 0 do
13 v = extract one ear from E
14 make triangle P (v), v,N(v)
15 // update adjacencies. Cost is O(1)
16 N(P (v)) = N(v)
17 P (N(v)) = P (v)
18 // check if prev or next are new ears. Cost is O(1)
19 if P (v) /∈ E ∪ {v1, vn} and P (v) is convex then
20 append P (v) into E
21 end
22 if N(v) /∈ E ∪ {v1, vn} and N(v) is convex then
23 append N(v) into E
24 end
25 end
4 LINEAR EARCUT
In this section we introduce our simplified version the
earcut algorithm, also discussing its complexity. The proof of
correctness and convergence of the algorith will be given in
Section 5.
In Algorithm 1 we show a pseudo code implementation
of our linearized earcut. Our code is based upon the efficient
implementation described in [3], which is further simplified
to fully exploit the special nature of our polygons. Given an
ordered chain of vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn} describing a simple
polygon, and assuming that v1, vn is the constrained segment,
the algorithm proceeds as follows: we first initialize a doubly
linked list representation of the polygon, which amounts to
two vectors of length n encoding, for each point, its previous
and next vertices along the chain. This representation is
extremely efficient, as deleting a node from the polygon
amounts to updating the prev and next information from
its neighbors, excluding it from the chain (lines 15-17 in
the pseudo code). We then process all the vertices but the
extrema of the constrained segment, and check whether they
are convex or concave. Differently from standard earcut,
convex vertices are directly deemed as valid ears, as they
do not necessitate the diagonal test (a formal proof is given
in Section 5.2). Finally, we cut all ears: for each ear centered
at a convex vertex v, we first create a triangle with the
previous and subsequent vertices in the chain (lines 13-14
in the pseudo code), and then remove v from the polygon.
Finally, if the extrema of the ear were not convex vertices,
we check whether they have now become convex, and if so
we append them to the ear list. The algorithm terminates
when all ears have been cut, resulting in a triangulation of
the input polygon.
4.1 Complexity
It is easy to verify that the aforementioned algorithm runs
in deterministic linear time, which means that its complexity
is liner in the number of polyon vertices in the worst case
scenario. The pre-computation of internal ears (lines 4-10)
amounts to compute n − 2 internal angles (the extrema of
the constrained segment are not considered), and is therefore
O(n). The while loop (lines 11-25) is executed as many times
as the number of ears in the polygon. We know from Euler
that a simple polygon with n vertices can be triangulated
exactly with n− 2 elements, which means that the code in
the loop will be executed exactly n− 2 times. Inside the loop,
we have the generation of the triangle, which is O(1), the
update of the doubly linked list, which is O(1), and the check
for new ears, which is restricted only to the sides of the ear
we just cut, and is therefore O(1) too. Therefore, the whole
complexity is Θ(n).
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5 PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
We demonstrate that our linearized earcut algorithm is
guaranteed to converge to a valid triangulation. The outline
of the proof is as follows: we first characterize the class of
polygons under which our method is guaranteed to work
(Section 5.1). Then, we prove that all internal ears (i.e. all
convex vertices but the extrema of the constrained segment)
can be safely cut in O(1) sidestepping the diagonal test
(Section 5.2). Conversely, the two lateral ears (i.e. the extrema
of the constrained segment) may not be valid, and always
require a diagonal test before cutting (Section 5.3). Finally,
we prove that for any polygon in our class of study there
always exist an internal ear, thus guaranteeing linear time
convergence in the worst case scenario (Section 5.4).
5.1 Polygon properties
We are interested in tessellating polygons that arise in the
context of constrained triangulations, when a new segment
s is to be inserted in a previously existing triangle mesh
M(V, T ). The outer perimeter of all triangles in T intersected
by s defines a polygon having the segment as diagonal.
Halving such polygon along s defines two sub-polygons,
which must be triangulated in order to transform the segment
s into an edge of the mesh M (Figure 1).
As observed in [13] polygons that arise in this context
are simple, meaning that they do not self intersect and do
not contain internal holes. Note that edges of the original
mesh that do not intersect the segment may remain trapped
inside the polygon, generating handling edges, holes, and a
combination of both. Nevertheless, extracting the polygon
border with a method that marches on the underlying
mesh, such as [5], guarantees that non simple vertices are
duplicated, always leading to a topologically simple polygon
which may occasionally contain geometrically coincident
vertices if these pathological cases occur (Figure 4).
They key observation we make in this paper is that
these polygons belong to a restricted class of shapes which
makes them much easier to triangulate than general simple
polygons. In fact, given a segment s and the two polygons
that base upon it, we observe that despite concave, a portion
of s must be visible from any point inside the polygons
that have it as a base. This observation was already made
in [13], and stems from the fact that polygons we wish
to triangulate are made of portions of triangles that are
intersected from the new segment, hence the convexity of
each sub-element guarantees visibility (Figure 1). In practice,
this avoids the presence of severe (curl-like) concavities,
which would prevent us to sidestep the diagonal test in our
modified earcut.
5.2 Internal ears
Given a polygon P , we demonstrate that any convex vertex
v along the chain that indirectly connects the endpoints of
the constrained segment s forms a valid ear. In other words,
denoting with vl, vr the two vertices at the immediate left
and right of v, we prove that the triangle v̂lvvr does not
contain any other vertex of P in its interior. We prove our
thesis by showing that vl, v, vr are also vertices of a convex
sub-polygon Ω ⊆ P . Convexity guarantees that any pair of
non adjacent vertices in Ω forms a valid diagonal, included
the one connecting vl and vr .
Without loss of generality, let us focus on the left side
of v. By symmetry, the same construction can be generated
at its right side. If vl is not an endpoint of s, then the edge
vlv belongs to a triangle tl in the underlying mesh, and this
triangle has its third vertex at the opposite side of s. This
must always be the case, because if such point was on the
same side of s, then tl would not intersect the segment in
the first place, and would not be part of polygon P . The
edge connecting the triangle vertex opposite to vlv with vl,
intersects segment s at a point v˜l. Similarly, there exists a
twin vertex v˜r , obtained replicating the same construction at
the right side of v.
Points {v, vl, v˜l, v˜r, vr} form a pentagon Ω ⊂ P (Figure 2).
It can be easily shown that Ω is provably strictly convex, in
fact:
• by our initial hypothesis, v is a convex vertex of P ,
hence its angle is strictly lower than pi also in Ω;
• vl is a vertex internal to the triangle tl, therefore its
angle is strictly lower than pi;
• v˜l is defined by the intersection of a triangle edge
with segment s. This intersection partitions 2pi into
four angles, all strictly lower than pi;
• by symmetry, angle bounds for vl, v˜l also hold for vr
and v˜r
Since Ω is convex, any triplet of consecutive vertices forms a
valid ear, including the ear centered at v. 
Note that, in case either vl or vr are endpoints of s, then
Ω is a quadrilateral. If both are endpoints of s, then Ω is a
triangle and is coincident with P . In both cases, the inner
angles of Ω are still strictly bounded by pi, hence its convexity
and the validity of all its ears are verified. In Figure 3 we
show all convex sub-polygons that protect the internal ears
for the example shown in Figure 1.
5.3 Lateral ears
The extrema of the constrained segment s always form
convex vertices with respect to P . This can be easily verified
by observing that if their angle was greater or equal to pi,
than the triangle that contains them would not intersect s
in the first place. However, the construction described in
Section 5.2 does not apply to lateral ears, because one of
their sides coincides with s, and the existence of a convex
sub-polygon that contains it and is fully contained in P is
not guaranteed. In the bottom right part of Figure 3 we show
a failure example where the triangle span by a lateral ear
is not even contained in P . Note that cases in which lateral
ears form valid triangles may still occur, but they cannot be
safely cut without a diagonal test, hence the computational
cost of processing them is O(n). For this reason, we never
consider lateral ears in our triangulation algorithm.
5.4 Existence of internal ears
To prove convergence in deterministic linear time, we demon-
strate that for any polygon defined in Section 5.1 there always
exist an internal ear which can be cut in O(1) (Section 5.2).
As a starter, we observe that any simple polygon has at
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Fig. 4. Top: the outer profile of all triangles intersected by a constrained segment may enclose edges of the underlying mesh that are not intersected
by s, generating dangling edges (left), holes (middle) or a combination of both (right). Extracting the polygons with a topological approach that
marches on the underlying mesh allows to correctly handle these pathological cases, duplicating vertices with more than two neighbors along the
chain (bottom). As a result, from a topological point of view the polygons are always simple, though in these pathological cases they will contain
geometrically coincident vertices or edges.
Fig. 5. Parametric test polygons used for the comparison with [5]. The
lower edge corresponds to the constrained segment, the upper side can
accommodate a varying number of vertices (all collinear in the left model,
randomly displaced along the vertical axis in the right model).
least three convex vertices. This can be proved by observing
that the sum of internal angles of a simple polygon with
n vertices is always (n − 2)pi. Let us assume that there
are only two convex vertices, with angles α, β > 0. By
the definition of concave vertex, the sum of the angles of
the remaining n− 2 vertices must be equal or greater than
(n− 2)pi. Summing up the angles of the two convex vertices
we obtain (n − 2)pi + α + β, which is already greater than
the overall sum of all internal angles of a polygon, (n− 2)pi,
leading to a contradiction. But, if a polygon contains at least
three convex vertices and exactly two lateral ears, the third
convex vertex must be an internal ear. 
6 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We have implemented our linearized earcut algorithm and
compared it against the most recent prior art, which con-
sists in the algorithm proposed by Shewchuk and Brown
in [5]. Just as our algorithm, their method is specialized to
triangulate the class of polygons described in Section 5.1,
but it is randomized and hence has only expected linear
time complexity. Their algorithm produces a Constrained
Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) of the input polygon, obtained
using Chew’s algorithm [18] to tessellate in expected linear
time sub-polygons that violate the Delaunay criterion. We
observe that a direct comparison would not be fair because
our constrained triangulations do not necessarily have the
Delaunay property. Therefore, we have repimplemented
Shewchuk and Brown’s algorithm while omitting Chew’s
module and the incircle tests, so that the algorithm produces
only a general triangulation without the overhead required
to obtain the Delaunay property. We used this version to
conduct our experimental comparison.
Both algorithms were implemented in C++, using a
MacBook Pro equipped with an Intel Core i5 2.9GHz and
with 16GB of RAM as testing hardware. Considering the
simplicity of our method, turning the pseudo code provided
in Algorithm 1 into actual code took us less than one hour (a
reference implementation can be found inside CinoLib [19]).
Also [5] is considered relatively simple to code, and the
authors reported five hours to implement the algorithm
starting from their pseudo code. In our personal experience
we needed two days of work to fully understand the algo-
rithm and make a computer program out of it. Implementing
Chew’s submodule (which we omitted) might also require
some extra time.
For the experiments, we followed the same validation
scheme used in [5], which measured growth of running
times w.r.t. the input size, measuring it on two parametric
polygons with growing number of vertices. Despite these
two polygons do not exhaustively represent the class of
cases that can arise in real applications, they are complex
enough to reveal critical configurations and bottlenecks [5].
For completeness, we also performed a third experiment ‘in
the wild‘, using the two triangulation algorithms inside the
pipeline for the computation of mesh arrangements proposed
in [21], and launching the software on the 4K intersecting
meshes contained in the Thingi10K dataset [20].
Parametric polygons. We tested both algorithms on the
parametric shapes depicted in Figure 5, considering polygons
having from 10 to 1000 vertices. For each polygon, we
averaged running times across 1000 different runs, so as
to void biases depending from external factors. Results are
shown in Figure 6. Both algorithms exhibit linear growth
in the running times w.r.t. the input size, but our algorithm
exhibits less fluctuations and is also sensibly faster. One of
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Fig. 6. Time comparison between our method (blue) and the randomized algorithm proposed in [5] (red), obtained considering the two polygons in
Figure 5. Horizontal axis reports number of polygon vertices, vertical axis running times (in seconds). For each polygon size, we considered the
average running time over 1000 attempts. Both algorithms exhibit linear growing times w.r.t. to polygon size, but our method is sensibly faster.
the possible reasons for this difference is that [5] during its
iterations may produce triangles that conflict with previously
generated triangles, which must be removed. This not only
introduces unnecessary delays in the algorithm, but also
requires some sort of mesh data structure to handle the
topological changes and inspect the neighborhood of each
newly generated triangle in order to check whether a conflict
exists or not. In contrast, earcut generates only legal triangles
that will appear in the output tessellation, and does not
require any supporting mesh data structure during its
execution. Note that if a CDT is to be constructed, also our
method would need at least the ability to find the vertices
opposite to a given edge to perform incircle tests, as well
as an edge flip operator to secure the Delaunay property.
Even in that case, no extra cost will be paid to remove illegal
triangles.
Mesh Arrangements in the wild. Computing a mesh
arrangement consists in refining an input triangle soup in
order to incorporate intersection points in the connectivity.
The typical pipeline works by refining each triangle sepa-
rately, adding intersection points first, and then including
constrained segments that arise when two triangles intersect.
This latter step can be accomplished by using constrained
triangulation algorithms. We run the pipeline proposed
in [21] twice, once using our linearized earcut method for
segment insertion, and once using the method proposed
in [5]. The time required for the segment insertion step, and
the consequent triangulation of the polygons, in all the 4408
intersecting meshes in Thingi10K was 18 minutes with our
method, and 23 minutes with [5]. In most of the cases the
differences between the two methods were negligible (i.e.
less than 1e-5 seconds), but overall, our method was faster
in 3969 models out of 4408, showing that even in real cases it
can be consistently faster than prior art.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a novel algorithm to triangulate in determinis-
tic linear time a restricted class of planar polygons that arise
in the context of constrained triangulations. Tessellations of
this kind often arise in scientific computing, hence the pro-
posed method is of practical relevance. A few deterministic
linear time methods were already known in literature, but
they are all based on complex trapezoidation schemes, and
are difficult to implement. As a result, easier (though sub
optimal) methods that run in quadratic, logarithmic, or non
deterministic linear time at best are used in practice instead.
Our method merges optimality guarantees with ease of
implementation, because it is based on a further simplifica-
tion of the earcut algorithm [3], which is arguably one of the
easiest (though fairly inefficient) triangulation algorithms to
implement. We have shown that by omitting the diagonal test
earcut achieves optimality, and can still guarantee the correct
result if the input polygon is in the class of our interest. We
also provided rigorous proof of our findings, and practical
evidence that the proposed algorithm is indeed faster in
practice. Due to these key features, we expect future codes
for the generation of constrained triangulations to readily
adopt our tool.
7.1 Future works
This work opens for two interesting lines of future works.
On the one side, if similar properties could be proved
also in 3D, this might lead to optimal time algorithms
for constrained volumetric meshing. This extension is far
from being obvious though. For the 2D case one of the
key ingredients to prove the convexity of the sub-polygon
enclosing a convex vertex was that given an edge, the triangle
containing it had always its third vertex at the opposite
side of the constrained segment. In 3D constraints can be
both planar polygons or segments. The notion of being at
the opposite side of a segment is not well defined. Moreover,
there can be tetrahedra that intersect the constraint and
have two vertices on one side of it and the other two at
the other side. It is not claer how this configuration can
be handled in the current logical scheme of our proof. The
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second interesting line of research regards parallelization.
In [22] a parallel version of the standard earcut method was
introduced. An adaptation of the same parallelization scheme
to our linearized earcut seems possible, and might lead to
sub linear segment insertion for constrained triangulation.
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